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Stained Glass Doors

The Collection
There is nothing more beautiful or rewarding as you walk towards your front door
than being welcomed by a stained glass period feature that is unique to your property. Light ﬂooding into your entrance hall through a stained glass window can
transform what can be an austere space into a warm and welcoming delight.
We specialise in restoring original stained glass panels or you can choose from
a great selection of designs that you can have copied or why not commission a
unique piece that is personal to your family home.
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Stained Glass Doors - Fine Details
Decorative Glass Design and
Restoration
Decorative glass often plays an indispensable role when considering an authentic period restoration. The architects of
the Victorian and Edwardian eras relied on both etched and
stained glass to enhance their elegant doors and help create
a statement all about atmosphere and visual impact.
Over the years, a great deal of the original glass in town house
doors has been discarded, replaced by inappropriate and often vulgar modern obscure glass.
Reclaimed and sympathetically restored stained glass panels
provide both an attractive as well as practical alternative.
The right stained glass panel can transform the appearance
of your home both from outside and within.

Technical Details
We restore leaded lights or where possible reproduce designs
using traditional techniques and materials. Patiently going
though the process of creating panels which are hand painted
in specialised ‘stains’ and kiln ﬁred for permanence.
We refer to an extensive pattern book, photos of past work
and a fund of knowledge and experience to draw on. We can
reproduce existing panels or produce a stunning design of
your own choice.
Traditional lead lights are often glazed in vulnerable and critical areas - doors, sidelights, and at low levels. We ensure our
new panes are sized to meet building regulations. We are
unique in providing a panel where traditional stained glass,
lead lights and toughened glazing work together.

With over 1000 doors in stock ranging from 18th C Oak country cottage, Georgian, Edward-

ian and Victorian and many more unusual an ornate designs we have the one of the largest ranges available,
for you to choose the door to suit your style and make an impression to your visitors. Call us on 01730 231995
to arrange an appointment or visit our web site at www.arcreclamation.com for further details
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